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Abstract
A nonintrusive airdata-sensing system has been cal-
ibrated in flight and wind-tunnel experiments to an
angle of attack of 70 ° and to angles of sideslip of
-{-15° . Flight-calibration data have also been obtained
to Mach 1.2. The sensor, known as the flush airdata
sensor, has been installed on the nosecap of an F-18
aircraft for flight tests and on a full-scale F-18 fore-
body for wind-tunnel tests. Flight tests occurred at
the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards,
California, using the F-18 High Alpha Research Ve-
hicle. Wind-tunnel tests were conducted in the 30-
by 60-ft wind tunnel at the NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia. The sensor consists of
23 flush-mounted pressure ports arranged in concen-
tric circles and located within 1.75 in. of the tip of the
nosecap. An overdetermined mathematical model was
used to relate the pressure measurements to the local
airdata quantities. The mathematical model was based
on potential flow over a sphere and was empirically ad-
justed based on flight and wind-tunnel data. For quasi-
steady maneuvering, the mathematical model worked
well throughout the subsonic, transonic, and low su-
personic flight regimes. The model also worked well
throughout the angles-of-attack and -sideslip regions
studied.
Nomenclature
ESP electronically scanned pressure
FADS flush airdata sensor
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fuselage station, in.
acceleration of gravity (lg = 32.2 ft/sec 2)
High Alpha Research Vehicle
pressure altitude, ft
free-stream Mach number
FADS surface pressure, psf
free-stream static pressure, psf
free-stream compressible dynamic
pressure, psf
free-stream incompressible dynamic
pressure, psf
pressure-port-position vector
root mean squared
free-stream velocity vector
free-stream angle of attack, deg
effective angle of attack, deg
flank angle of attack, deg
free-stream angle of sideslip, deg
effective angle of sideslip, deg
angle-of-attack calibration parameter,
deg
asymmetric angle-of-attack calibration
parameter, deg
symmetric angle-of-attack calibration
parameter, deg
angle-of-sideslip calibration parameter,
deg
angle-of-attack error, deg
angle-of-sideslip error, deg
Maeh number error
pressure-altitude error, ft
ic
EM
e_
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calibration parameter
component of e as a function of
Maeh number
component of e as a function of
angle of attack
component of e as a function of
angle of sideslip
FADS pressure port cone angle, deg
FADS pressure port clock angle, deg
flow-incidence angle, deg
aerodynamic model functional
Subscripts
FADS FADS airdata calculation
Flight flight-derived calibrations
ref reference airdata measurement
WT wind-tunnel-derived calibrations
Introduction
Nonintrusive airdata-sensing systems are desirable
for several aircraft design applications. The desire for
low observability (stealth) has led to the incorpora_
tion of nonintrusive airdata systems on such aircraft
as the B-2 bomber (Northrop Corporation, Newbury
Park, California). 1 Nonintrusive airdata systems are
required for hypersonic flight because of the high heat
loads. In the 1960's, the X-15 aircraft (North American
Aviation, Incorporated, Los Angeles, California) ob-
tained airdata at speeds up to Mach 6.7 through the use
of the nonintrusive ball-nose sensor. This innovative,
yet complex, system consisted of five pressure ports
and was hydraulically operated to align itself with the
velocity vector at the nose of the aircraft. 2
Today, the space shuttle does not typically measure
airdata during the hypersonic portion of the descent.
An intrusive sensor is extended for airdata measure-
ments at speeds below Mach 3.5. However, because of
a desire for airdata during the entire descent, the non-
intrusive shuttle entry airdata system was flown and
calibrated on five flights of Space Shuttle Columbia. 3
This system avoided the complexity of the hydrauli-
cally operated ball-nose sensor by using a larger array
of pressure measurements. The array consisted of 20
pressure measurements in a cruciform configuration on
the nosecap and forward fuselage of the shuttle.
The National Aero-Space Plane program also funded
research into nonintrusive hypersonic airdata systems.
This research included pressure systems 4 and optical
airdata systems. Another area of interest for airdata
system design is high-angle-of-attack flight which is in-
creasingly used by fighter aircraft. Intrusive airdata
sensors alter the flow characteristics near the attach-
ment point. For forebody installations, these changes
in the airflow can strongly affect the stability and con-
trol of the vehicle at high angles of attack, s
This report describes the results of testing a nonin-
trusive pneumatic airdata sensor at high free-stream
angles of attack, a, and sideslip, B, and at low su-
personic Mach numbers. The sensor was designed for
the nosecap of an F-18 aircraft (McDonnell Douglas
Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri, and Northrop Cor-
poration, Newbury Park, California). Flight and full-
scale wind-tunnel data are presented for the flush air-
data sensor (FADS). This sensor consists of 23 flush-
mounted pressure ports arranged in concentric circles
and located within 1.75 in. of the tip of the nosecap.
An overdetermined mathematical model was used to
relate the pressure measurements to the local airdata
quantities. 6 The mathematical model was based on po-
tential flow over a sphere and included calibration pa-
rameters which could be empirically determined from
flight and wind-tunnel data. Flight tests occurred at
the NASA Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards,
California, using the F-18 High Alpha Research Vehicle
(HARV). 7 Wind-tunnel tests were conducted in the
30- by 60-ft wind tunnel at NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia. s
The research emphasis here is three-fold. A primary
emphasis is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the wind
tunnel for preliminary FADS system design and cali-
bration. Flight development and calibration of airdata
systems can be very elaborate and extensive. Wind
tunnels potentially offer a simpler method for design-
ing and calibrating FADS systems. A second emphasis
is to demonstrate that the mathematical model devel-
oped from low-speed potential flow could also be di-
rectly used for obtaining airdata from the pressures at
supersonic flight conditions. Flight results are given for
speeds up to Mach 1.2. Lastly, this report will extend
the FADS calibrations to angles of attack and sideslip
beyond those shown in Ref. 6. Flight and wind-tunnel
data are presented for angles of attack up to 70 ° and
angles of sideslip to +15 ° .
Vehicle Description
Figure 1 shows the F-18 HARV, a modified F-18A
single-place, twin-engine, fighter-attack aircraft. This
aircraft features a variable-camber midwing with
leading-edge extensions mounted on each side of the
fuselage from the wing root to just forward of the cock-
pit. Control surfaces include ailerons, differential sta-
bilators, twin rudders, and multiple flaps. The wingtip
Sidewinder launch racks were removed and replaced
with special camera pods that were also used to mount
the wingtip research airdata booms.
Datapresentedherecamefromtwophasesof the
HARVflighttestprogram.In phaseI, theleft wingtip
airdataboomconsistedof a self-aligningpitot-static
probethat aerodynamicallyaligneditselfwiththe lo-
calvelocityvector.Flow-directionvanesfor anglesof
attackandsideslipwerelocatedaft of thepitot-static
probe.Therightwingtipairdataboomconsistedofa
stationarypitot-staticprobeandflow-directionvanes
identicalto thoseon the left wingtip.9 For phase
II, self-aligningpitot-staticprobeswereflownonboth
wingtips.
Themajormodificationto theaircraftfor phaseII
wastheinclusionof a thrust-vectoringsystem.TThe
systemconsistedofthreepaddlesoneachenginewhich
werecapableof redirectingthethrustvector.Useof
thesepaddleswasincorporatedinto theflightcontrol
system.Themajorbenefitofthethrustvectoringwas
improvedcontrollabilityof the aircraftat higheran-
glesof attack.Thisimprovementenabledsteady-state
flightat anglesof attackup to 70° andallowedforthe
largesideslipanglesnecessaryforthis research.Asa
consequenceof installingthethrust-vectoringsystem,
theaircraftwaslimitedto subsonicflightforphaseII.
The basic FADS fixture is a small fiberglass-
reinforcedplasticcapthat wasblendedintothemetal
flight testradome.Themoldfortheplasticcapwas
obtainedfromaproductionF-18radome.
Wind-Tunnel Model Description
A full-scale F-18 forebody model was placed in the
Langley 30- by 60-Foot Wind Tunnel (Fig. 2). The
fiberglass model was constructed from splashes off of
the HARV forward fuselage and from the same radome
mold used to construct the flight FADS fixture. The
forebody extends from the tip at fuselage station (FS)
59.82 to FS 190 and is capped with a faired afterbody.
Fuselage station 190 is approximately where the canopy
windscreen would begin on the F-18. Angle of attack
was varied by actuating a hydraulic strut to pitch the
model around a pivot point located slightly aft of FS
190. A floor-mounted turntable was rotated to obtain
angle of sideslip. Note that the rotation angle of the
turntable is not, by definition, the angle of sideslip,
/3, but is referred to as the flank angle of attack, aF.
The following equation was used to obtain true angle
of sideslip:
/3 = tan -1 [cos(a) tan(aF)]
Sensor Description
The FADS pressure port configuration was identical
on the flight vehicle and the wind-tunnel model. The
FADS consisted of 23 flush-mounted pressure ports lo-
cated between the forebody tip and FS 61.57 (Fig. 3).
These ports were arranged in annular rings and had a
0.046 in. inside diameter. Each pressure port is located
using a cone angle, A, and a clock angle, ¢. Pressures
at the nosecap were sensed using a 32-port electron-
ically scanned pressure (ESP) module. Individually
calibrated transducers in the ESP module measured
differential pressure between the surface pressures and
the pressure in a reference tank which was vented to
the radome interior. Reference tank pressure was mea-
sured with a highly accurate absolute pressure trans-
ducer. Pneumatic tubing transported pressures at the
surface to the ESP module. No appreciable time lags
existed in the measured pressures caused by the pneu-
matic tubing geometry. 6
Flow Analysis and Pressure Modeling
This section describes the aerodynamic model used
to relate the FADS pressure measurements to the de-
sired airdata quantities of a and /3 as well as free-
stream static pressure and compressible dynamic pres-
sure, po_ and qc. With this model, all available FADS
pressure measurements can be used simultaneously to
estimate the airdata by means of an overdetermined
nonlinear regression• Reference 6 describes the FADS
aerodynamic model in detail. The model is based on
potential flow for a three-dimensional doublet in uni-
form flow and expresses the surface pressure in terms
of flow incidence angle, 0, and calibration parameter,
_', as
p(O) = qc[cos2(O) + e sinS(0)] + Poo
To account for nonideal nose shape, compressibility,
and afterbody effects, the calibration parameter ¢
is allowed to vary smoothly as a function of flight
conditions.
The flow incidence angle, 0, may be written in terms
of angle of attack and angle of sideslip by taking the
inner product of the position vector (normal to the
surface tangent) with the velocity vector
cos(0) = v. R/I1 v li LI_ il
= cos(a) cos(B) cos(A) + sin(/3) sin(C) sin(A)
+ sin(a) cos(/3) cos(C) sin(,X)
Therefore, for a given location on the surface
p(q_, ),) = F(a,/3, q_, po_, ¢, ,k, e)
where a, /3, qc, and po_ are the airdata parameters;
¢ and ,k are the orifice coordinate angles; and e is the
calibration parameter yet to be empirically determined.
The potential flow model assumed a nonlifting
sphere with no trailing afterbody. Clearly, this is not
the case for the nose of an aircraft where vehicle-
induced upwash and sidewash alter the local flow
angles} ° Thus, the FADS system measured local or
effective angles of attack and sideslip, a_ and/3_, and
not free-streamangles-of-attackand-sideslip(a and
/_). Effective and free-stream angles are related by
a_ = a + 5o
_ =_+_
where angles-of-attack and -sideslip calibrated param-
eters, 5a and 5_, are factors that must also be empiri-
cally identified.
Calibration Techniques
A true airdata reference set is required for the cali-
bration of the aerodynamic model. For the wind-tunnel
data, airdata reference conditions can be determined
from tunnel calibrations. Corrections were applied to
the tunnel data to account for the influence of the sup-
port apparatus. Reference airdata for the flight test
maneuvers were obtained from the calibrated wingtip
airdata probes.
The wind-tunnel calibration of the FADS system
consisted of angle-of-attack sweeps at 0 ° sideslip and
angle-of-sideslip sweeps at set angles of attack. The
following table shows the run schedule for the wind-
tunnel tests:
Run a, deg fi, deg _, psf
365 Basic a sweep a 0 4
366 Basic a sweep a 0 8
409 Extended a sweep b 0 12
428 30 fl sweep c 12
430 32 _ sweep c 12
432 36 /3 sweep c 12
_Basic a sweep, deg: -8, -4, 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28,
32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 76, 80
bExtended a sweep, deg: -8, -4, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, I0, 12,
16, 20, 24, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 4o, 42, 44, 46, 48,
50, 52, 56, 60, 64, 66, 68, 72, 76, 80
c_ sweep, deg: -20, -12, -8, -4, 0, 4, 8, 12, 20 (These
numbers represent model aF.)
Flight calibration of the FADS system consisted of
acceleration and deceleration maneuvers, symmetric
decelerations to high angles of attack, and sideslip ma-
neuvers at specific angles of attack. For these analyses,
• multiple maneuvers from several flight days were used.
Calibrations were then the best fit of the data. Two
acceleration and deceleration maneuvers were flown in
phase I of the HARV program to obtain supersonic
calibration data. These constant altitude maneuvers
began subsonically, accelerated to Mach 1.2, and then
decelerated to a set subsonic speed. One maneuver
was flown at an altitude of 25,000 ft, and the other
was flown at 35,000 ft.
Twenty maneuvers from three flights in phase II were
used for the symmetrical decelerations to high angles
of attack. These maneuvers consisted of slowly increas-
ing the angle of attack from the trim condition to the
desired angle of attack while maintaining 0° sideslip.
As the aircraft slowed down, it descended slightly in
altitude. Fifteen sideslip maneuvers from two flights in
phase II were used to obtain the influence of sideslip
on the calibration parameters. These maneuvers con-
sisted of sideslip sweeps at angles of attack from 20 °
to 65 °. The amount of sideslip generated on each ma-
neuver depended on the angle of attack. For angles
between 30 ° and 50 °, as much as 15° of sideslip could
be obtained in flight.
Calibration parameters &_, _, and _ were estimated
by substituting the reference airdata into the flow
model and comparing the model pressure predictions to
the pressures that were actually measured. An overde-
termined nonlinear least-squares regression was used to
determine these calibration parameters. Iterations on
the solution were computed until the model-predicted
pressures converged to the measured pressures. 6 The
regression was overdetermined because the algorithm
was estimating 4 airdata states (a, fl, qc, and p_) us-
ing 23 independent pressure measurements. The major
benefit of the overdetermined system was to make the
calibration insensitive to small disturbances in individ-
ual pressure measurements. The FADS system works
well with as few as nine pressure ports. 6
Calibration Results From Flight and
Wind Tunnel
Calibrations presented here extend previously re-
ported FADS calibrations 6 to an angle of attack of
70 °, to angles of sideslip of +15 °, and to Mach 1.2.
The angle-of-attack calibration parameter is primarily
a function of angle of attack. 6 This parameter is also a
function of sideslip angle; therefore, _o can be divided
into two terms.
(5(1 : _C_sym Jr- _Otasy
where the symmetric angle-of-attack calibration pa-
rameter, _Otsym, is a function of angle of attack.
The asymmetric angle-of-attack calibration parameter,
¢_aasy, iS a function of angle or sideslip.
The calibration parameter e was represented as a
function of Mach number and angle of attack in Ref. 6.
However, e is also a function of sideslip; therefore, it
can be broken into three terms.
where eM is a function of Mach number, e_ is a func-
tion of angle of attack, and _¢ is a function of angle of
sideslip.
Thecalibrationparameter6_ was presented as a
function of sideslip in Ref. 6. In this analysis, no sig-
nificant influence of a or M was identified on the 6_
calibration parameter. Flight test and wind-tunnel
data for each of the terms in the calibration param-
eters are discussed in the following six subsections.
Effect of Angle of Attack on the
Angle-of-Attack Calibration Parameter
The symmetric influence on the angle-of-attack cali-
bration parameter was obtained in subsonic flight from
the set of 20 deceleration maneuvers to high angles of
attack. Figure 4 shows the results from these maneu-
vers. The solid line is an empirical curve fit to the in-
dividual calibration points from these maneuvers. We
determined that this fit best represents the calibration
parameter.
Figure 5 shows the root-mean-squared (RMS) error
between the flight data and the curve fit as a function of
free-stream angle of attack. This RMS error increases
with angle of attack but is still within 1° even at an
angle of attack of 70 ° .
Calibrations from wind-tunnel runs 365, 366, and
409 are compared with the flight-determined calibra-
tion curve in Fig. 6. Good qualitative agreement oc-
curred between the flight- and wind-tunnel-derived cal-
ibration curves with the best agreement at angles of at-
tack from 25 ° to 50 ° . Because the wind-tunnel model
only consisted of the forebody, this good qualitative
agreement demonstrates that the major influence of
upwash on 6_ is from the forebody and not the aircraft
leading-edge extention and wing. Because upwash can
be correlated to the lift coefficient 1°, this agreement
demonstrates that the lift coefficient generated by the
forebody is fairly constant over the low-speed range as
would be expected. The usefulness of the wind tunnel
in designing a FADS can be clearly seen in this flight-
to-wind-tunnel data comparison.
Effect of Sideslip on the Angle-of-Attack
Calibration Parameter
Flight and wind-tunnel data were analyzed to de-
termine the influence of sideslip on the angle-of-attack
calibration parameter. This analysis was done by sub-
tracting the symmetric term, 6asym, from the 6a de-
termined from sideslip data.
6aasy : 60_-- 6_sym
Calibrations from wind-tunnel runs 428, 430, and 432
show a definite influence of sideslip on the angle-of-
attack calibration parameter (Fig. 7). However, the
influence is fairly small and does not exceed 1° until
sideslips exceed 10 °. Note that the effect of sideslip
is not symmetrical about 0° fl which may result from
slight port alignment errors in the wind-tunnel model.
Also, 6aasy is slightly affected by angle of attack as can
be seen by the curves fanning out at the higher sideslip
angles. Flight data were obtained from the set of 15
sideslip maneuvers at different angles of attack. The
same parameters used in Fig. 7 were plotted from the
flight data and, unlike the wind-tunnel calibration, did
not show any systematic influence of sideslip on the
angle-of-attack, calibration parameter.
Effect of Sideslip on the Angle-of-Sideslip
Calibration Parameter
The angle-of-sideslip calibration parameter could be
best represented as only a function of sideslip. Flight
data were obtained from the 15 sideslip maneuvers at
various predetermined angles of attack. Figure 8 shows
the flight data with an empirical curve fit. The only
effect of angle of attack was a slight change in slope of
the angle-of-sideslip calibration parameter curve. This
slope change was considered to be a second-order effect
and was not modeled in the calibrations for simplicity.
Figure 9 shows the RMS error between the flight-
calibration data and the curve fit as a function of free-
stream sideslip. The RMS error is approximately 1°
for the entire sideslip range. Most of the RMS er-
ror resulted from the unmodeled angle-of-attack effects.
These flight data are compared with the wind-tunnel
data in Fig. 10. The three wind-tunnel runs show iden-
tical calibrations for angles of attack between 30 ° and
36 ° . Comparing the flight and wind-tunnel calibrations
shows that using the wind-tunnel calibration could lead
to significant errors in the FADS sideslip estimation.
For flight at low sideslip angles, the errors would be on
the order of 2° . For higher sideslip angles, the errors
could reach 7° .
Effect of Mach Number on the e Calibration
Parameter
The calibration parameter _ is used in the model to
take into account the effects caused by compressibility
and high-flow angles. The compressibility effects can
be most easily represented as a function of Mach num-
ber. For most 1-g high-angles-of-attack and -sideslip
flight, the Mach number is relatively low; hence, com-
pressibility effects are not that significant. Therefore,
the compressibility effect on e was determined from
trimmed data at Math numbers greater than 0.45. We
acknowledge that as Mach number and altitude of the
aircraft change, the effective angle of attack determined
from the flush ports, a_, also changes and influences
the value of this calibration parameter. For example at
Mach 0.45, trimmed c_ at 25,000 ft is 15° lower than
trimmed c_¢ at 35,000 ft. As Mach number increases
to 1.2, the difference in a_ for the two altitudes is 2°.
The effects of a_ on EM were found to be secondary for
quasi-steady 1-9 maneuvering and were not included in
the calibration.
Figure11presentsflightdata fromtwoconstant-
altitudeaccelerationsanddecelerations.Onemaneu-
ver is at analtitudeof 25,000ft, andtheotheris at
35,000ft. A flight-calibration curve for Eaz obtained
from these maneuvers is plotted as the solid line. The
value of 0.24 for Maeh numbers below 0.45 was extrap-
olated from the flight data and is shown as a dashed
line. Wind-tunnel data are also included from runs
365, 366, and 409. These data are from the e cali-
bration at an effective angle of attack near W. These
wind-tunnel results seem reasonable when compared to
the flight-calibration curve.
Effect of Angle of Attack on the e Calibration
Parameter
The calibration parameter e is primarily a function
of angle of attack. Figure 12 shows flight data from
20 symmetric maneuvers in which angle of attack was
slowly increased. Again, good repeatability is seen in
the calibration. The E_ factor is an order of magnitude
larger than ¢M (Fig. If) at the higher angles of attack.
Figure 13 shows the RMS error between the calibra-
tion data and the curve fit as a function of free-stream
angle of attack. The errors increase as angle of attack
increases but for the most part remain below 0.10.
Figure 14 shows a comparison between the wind-
tunnel and flight data. In this case, the wind-tunnd
results agree fairly well with the flight results. These
wind-tunnel data basically show no dynamic pressure
effects although a slight effect is seen for angles of at-
tack greater than 70 ° .
Effect of Sideslip on the e Calibration
Parameter
The calibration parameter e was expected to be in-
fluenced by the angle of sideslip. Figure 15 shows flight
results from the 15 sideslip maneuvers. Because these
maneuvers were all at low speeds, the influence caused
by sideslip was calculated as follows:
e_----e'-_-eM =e-_a--0.24
Recall that for low speeds, 5'M = 0.24. The magni-
tude of the v_ term is fairly small when compared with
the e_ term. Note that the x_ parameter is not sym-
metrical about Be = 0. This asymmetry could be at-
tributed to a slight misalignment of the FADS ports on
the HARV.
The RMS error between the curve fit in Fig. 15 and
the flight data is shown in Fig. 16 as a function of
free-stream angle of sideslip. Again, the RMS error is
basically less than 0.10.
Figure 17 compares the flight and wind-tunnel data.
This comparison is fair for sideslip angles between ±10 °
and poor for sideslip angles less than -10 ° and greater
than 10 °. The wind-tunnel data show a symmetrical
calibration about fie = 0.
Airdata Estimation Using the
Calibrated Flush Airdata Sensor
Of course, the real test of the calibrations is how well
they can be used in the FADS algorithm to determine
the free-stream airdata quantities. Again, note that the
calibrations presented were for quasi-steady flight con-
ditions, and they are not expected to represent highly
dynamic flight. The FADS algorithm was previously
described in detail. 6
The following subsections describe the ability of
the FADS algorithm to accurately obtain airdata
from flight-measured pressures. The first subsection
presents the FADS algorithm using the flight-derived
calibrations. The second subsection presents the FADS
algorithm using the wind-tunnel-derived calibrations.
Comparisons are made between the results from the
flight-derived calibrations and the wind-tunnel-derived
calibrations.
Airdata Estimation Using Flight-Derived
Calibrations
Two maneuvers that were not used in the calibra-
tions were chosen to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the FADS algorithm in determining the free-stream air-
data. The first is one of the few supersonic test points
flown in the HARV program. The second is of a high-
angle-of-attack maneuver with large sideslip sweeps.
Figures 18 and 19 show time histories for these ma-
neuvers. The reference airdata shown in Figs. 18 and
19 were obtained from the calibrated wingtip airdata
sensors on the HARV.
The first demonstration maneuver (Fig. 18) was
picked from a group of dynamic maneuvers at super-
sonic speeds. This maneuver was flown in phase I of
the HARV program; thus, the aircraft was not aug-
mented with thrust vectoring. Unlike the calibration
maneuvers, portions of this maneuver were very dy-
namic. The FADS airdata estimations were, therefore,
not expected to be very accurate during those portions
of the maneuver. Figure 18(a) shows the Euler angle
and Mach number time histories. From this figure, the
dynamic portions of the maneuver can be identified.
Because this maneuver was very dynamic, the wingtip
airdata probe measurements were blended with inertial
data to determine an enhanced airdata reference.n
The reference Mach number and the FADS-
estimated Mach number are shown in Fig. I8(b) for
this maneuver. The difference between these two val-
ues represents the error in the FADS Mach number
estimation. The supersonic portion of the maneuver is
specificallyidentifiedwithshading.Machnumberer-
rorwaswithin0.04throughoutthemaneuver.Forthe
l-g, low-rateportionofthismaneuver(thefirst70sec),
theMacherrorwasbasicallywithin0.01witha slight
deviationastheaircraftpassedthroughMach1.
Figure18(c)showsthe pressure-altitudetimehis-
tories. For the low-rateportionsof themaneuver,
theFADSpressure-altitudeerrorsarebasicallywithin
500ft. Thelargesterrorsoccurred uringtheloaded
high-rateportionsof themaneuver.
Figure18(d)showstheangle-of-attacktimehisto-
ries. Nearly45° of angleof attackwereusedin this
maneuverto rapidlychangetheaircraft-headingangle.
TheFADSangle-of-attackerrorremainedbelow1° for
the low-rateportionsof themaneuver.Theerrorre-
mainedbelow4° forthehighlydynamicportionsofthe
maneuver.Theselowerrorsdemonstratehatthes,ym-
metricangle-of-attackalibrationparameterholds"well
forhigh-speed,loadedflightconditionseventhoughthe
calibrationswerederivedexclusivelyfromlow-speed,
1-gflight.
Figure18(e)showstheangle-of-sideslipt mehisto-
ries. Forthe low-rateportionsof themaneuver,the
errorsremainedbelow1°. Forthehigh-rateportions,
errorsremainedbelow3°. Thelargererrorseenin the
dynamicportionsofthemaneuversuggestthatfuture
workneedsbedoneto accountfor dynamiceffectsin
theFADSalgorithm.
Thesecond emonstrationmaneuver(Fig.19)con-
taineda constantaltitudedecelerationfromMach0.7
to anangleofattackof65°. Thenthemaneuvercontin-
uedwithsideslipsweepsat anglesofattackof60° , 50 ° ,
40 °, and 30 ° while descending from 29,000 to 14,000
ft. Figure 19(a) shows the angle-of-attack time his-
tory. The difference between the reference angle of at-
tack and the FADS-estimated angle of attack is also
plotted. The FADS-estimated angle of attack agrees
very well with the reference angle of attack throughout
the angle-of-attack range. For the no sideslip deceler-
ation, the errors remained below 1°. The largest er-
rors were observed during the large sideslip excursions
(Fig. 19(b)). These larger errors resulted from the dy-
namics of the maneuver and from not having a flight-
determined calibration for the influence of sideslip on
the angle-of-attack calibration parameter.
Figure 19(b) shows the angle of sideslip time history.
This time history shows fairly good agreement between
the reference and the FADS signal for angles of sideslip
approaching 20 ° .
The Mach number time histories (Fig. 19(c)) show
excellent agreement for the high-angle-of-attack por-
tion of the maneuver and good agreement for the
deceleration to high angles of attack. For the
high-angle-of-attack portion, Mach number errors are
approximately within +0.005.
Figure 19(d) shows the FADS pressure-altitude esti-
mation is in good agreement with the reference pressure
altitude throughout the maneuver. The best a_reement
is in the high-angle-of-attack portion of the maneuver
where the errors are less than 100 ft.
Airdata Estimation Using
Wind-Tunnel-Derived Calibrations
The wind-tunnel-derived calibrations were installed
in the FADS algorithm to determine the FADS air-
data estimation using only wind-tunnel calibrations.
Running the algorithm on flight data demonstrates the
accuracy of a FADS system that was not calibrated
with an extensive flight-calibration program. The sec-
ond demonstration maneuver will be used because the
wind-tunnel calibrations were obtained at low speeds.
Figure 20 shows the results from applying the wind-
tunnel calibrations to the flight data.
Figure 20(a) shows a time history of angle of at-
tack computed using the flight calibration and angle
of attack computed using the wind-tunnel calibration.
The difference between the two computations is also
plotted. The largest difference is at the highest angle-
of-attack condition. For angles of attack below 50 ° ,
the wind-tunnel-based algorithm gave angles of attack
within 2° of the angles of attack determined from the
flight-based algorithm. Above an angle of attack of
50°, the errors were still within 6°.
Figure 20(b) shows the angle-of-sideslip time histo-
ries. An offset of nearly :2° exists at the low sideslip
conditions. For the sideslip sweeps, the error remained
below 4-5 ° .
Figure 20(c) shows the Mach number time histories.
The Mach number determined from the wind-tunnel
calibrations is consistently lower than that determined
using the flight calibrations. This error diminishes as
the speed decreases with increasing angle of attack. At
low-speed conditions, the Mach number error remains
below 0.02. It makes sense that the wind-tunnel cal-
ibrations would estimate Mach number better at the
low-speed conditions. Because only low-speed wind-
tunnel data were available, obtaining an Em which
takes into account compressibility effects was not pos-
sible. Hence at the higher speeds, the Mach number
estimation is expected to be lower than the true Mach
number.
Figure 20(d) shows the pressure-altitude time histo-
ries. Inability to obtain compressibility effects in the
wind-tunnel-derived calibrations caused the pressure-
altitude estimate to be lower than that derived using
flight calibrations. The error varied from 800 ft at high
speeds(lowangleofattack)to approximately100[t at
lowspeeds(highangleof attack).
Concluding Remarks
Thisreportprcsentedflightandwind-tunnelcalibra-
tionsofanonintrusiveairdatasensorandthenassessed
theapplicabilityof thewindtunnelforsensordesign
andcalibration.FlightcalibrationsofanF-18nosetip-
mountedflushairdatasensor(FADS)wereobtainedfor
1-gquasi-steadyflightto anangleofattackof 70°, to
anglesofsideslipof+15°, and to Math 1.2. Low-speed,
wind-tunnel calibrations of an identical FADS on a full-
scale F-18 forebody were also obtained for angles of
attack to 80 ° and angles of sideslip to nearly +20 ° .
Data from 23 FADS pressure ports" were related to the
airdata parameters through a mathematical model.
The mathematical model was based on low-speed po-
tential flow theory and adjusted empirically from flight
calibrations. When the FADS algorithm was applied to
flight data, this model worked well without extension
into the low supersonic flight regime and into the high-
flow-angle regimes. The largest errors occurred in the
highly dynamic portions of the maneuvers. This result
suggests that future work needs to be done to account
for the dynamic effects in the FADS algorithm.
A major emphasis of this research was to demon-
strate the usefulness of the wind tunnel in prelimi-
nary design and calibration of PADS systems. From
the wind tunnel, the designer can determine the sensi-
tivity of the FADS calibration parameters to angles of
attack and sideslip and to airspeed and thus avert an
extensive flight-calibration program. Low-speed, wind-
tunnel calibrations of the FADS showed good quali-
tative agreement with the flight-derived calibrations.
This agreement suggested that using the wind-tunnel-
derived calibrations in the FADS algorithm would yield
reasonable estimates of flight-airdata quantities. When
applied to flight data, the accuracies of the FADS al-
gorithm with the low-speed, wind-tunnel calibrations
were shown. Mach number and altitude estimates were
best at low-speeds. This result was expected because
only low-speed, wind-tunnel data were available, and
these two parameters are significantly affected by com-
pressibility. The angle-of-attack and -sideslip estimates
were within 5° for all flow angles and were better at the
lower flow angles.
Use of the wind tunnel as a design tool for PADS
development still needs further investigation. For ex-
ample, a significant issue is scaling effects. The de-
signer will typically not have the luxury of a full-scale
model, especially for higher speed wind-tunnel tests. In
addition, the nose of the aircraft may not always be the
best location for the FADS system; therefore, the wind
tunnel could be very beneficial in the design and de-
velopment of off-nose FADS systems.
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